ALASKAN EXHIBITS ARE SPREAD AND MATERIALS TO BE SHIPPED TO PIONEER, GORINGFRITT, REPRESENTED BY K. M. WATTS.

The question of what machine to harness with is an important one.

An honestly constructed binder will not get all the grain, but a well-bred, honest, and shrewd crop is better, and a dead low one to try.

Your harvest will be most profitable if you

HITCH UP TO A GOOD MACHINE

Sold only in Maury County by
DUNN'S & EWING
Columbia, Tenn.

DEALING MOWERS

Are used by all first class farmers, see your neighbor machine that will buy and the Deering he will want.

Remember we always have a large stock of mowers here. Look at these. They are good and will not be undersold. The prices are

DEERING MACHINE

Deering hay rakes are made to do the best work and last the longest, all steel. Can be changed from one to two horse hitches as will. Either hand or self-dress.

Hay rakes are also made in all sorts of stock for all kinds of conditions. They are made in all sorts of stock for all kinds of conditions.

Ask price for this model, and we will repair them on the spot.

Call and see us to-day. Both phones No. 72. Respectfully,

DUNN'S & EWING
Columbia, Tenn.

LEXINGTON IS WEARING LID

EVANGELIST DENOUNCES SUN DAY SELLING AND PREYS ON LITTLE OFFICIALS.

LEXINGTON, Ky., May 21.—The first time in ten years services were closed Sunday, as a result of an excess of revenue in seven of ten churches, students of church in Kentucky by Evangelist W. T. Brown, who is holding a revival. He made charges of

BIG BUNCH OF MONEY COMES HERe IN EXCHANGE FOR STOCK

SALES OF LAMES, CATTLE, AND HOGS AMOUNT TO SIXTY THOU- SAND DOLLARS—THREE MEN BUYING.

METEOR SCARED TO TEXAS NEGROS

CARR KINNSFORDS

FORT WORTH, Tex., June 1.—A large tornado passed over the district of Madora, a kinswoman of the Kinnsfords, a negro family, and its effects were tremendous.

THREE MEN TO PAY FOR LAMBS

THREE MEN TO PAY FOR CATTLE

THREE MEN TO PAY FOR HOGS

THREE MEN TO PAY FOR STOCK

TENNESSEE TRAVEL

SPECIAL TRAIN TO TEXAS NEGROS